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INTRODUCTION

It is the purpose of the p esent study to "review and report on

literature pertaining to the ques ion of whether it is best to beg n

instruetIon of elementary school children in English using an ESL method

or to use the Native language for instructior initially, with English

being gradually introduced. (Contrac

The central position of language in the educational process is so

widely accepted in North America that it may be considered as a 'oiven.'

The result of this posit on is that any deuisions regarding the language

of instruction will have long-term eflects on the coild's life both during

and after his school years. Unfortunately, language is only one facet of

the total problem. Ire any discu,;sion of education involving people who are

culturally and linguistically very di ferent, the greatest variety of

factors come into play, factors which enjoy an interlocking type of relation-

ship rendering isolation of a single element difficelt. These factors

include language, community, socio-economic status, as well as parental and

community attitudes to education. To some extent it will be necessary to

deal with all of them in order, ultimately, to be able to make int6iligent,

informed decisions about 1,-...nguacle policy in the schools OF Northern Alberta.



Chapter_ Two THE PLACE OF LANGUAGE IN EDUCATION

The importance of any decision related to langu ge and the school

is underlind by Hawthorn who ---tes in his comprehensive study of the

Indians of Canada (1967: 36) that:

Language is an integral part of any culture, in the anthro-
poloaical serif2 of the word. Moreover, accordino to linguists,
the structure of a language determines the mental categories
and thought processes of those who have inherited this language
from their parents. No one will dispute the fact that the spoken
and written word is an essential instrument in the process of
transmitting and absorbing knowledge. In the field of education,
there is a direct relationship between mastery of the language
and success in learning. For all these reasons, the question
of language of instruction in sch ols attended by Indians is
thus of capital importance.

At first glance, then, the decision as to choice of language of

instruction appears to be an easy one based on simple logic. In this

feeling, the literature would seem to bear me out. As early as 1946,

Haarhoff, in his introduction to E.G. t.ialherhe't The

Schoo!_, states that, "There is general agreement all over the educational

world that the child should begin his education in his mother tongue or

. . the language that he most easily understands. (cited in Zintz et

al, 1971: 40).

A few years later, a gathering of the world's experts on

vernacular education held in Paris in November 1951 under the auspices

of UNESCO concluded in their report,

On educational grounds we recommend that the use of the mother
tongue be extended to as late a stage in education as possible.
In particular, pupils should begin their schooling through the
medium of the mother tongue, because they understand it best
and because to begin their school life in the mother tongue
wih make the break between home and school as small as possible.
(UNESCO, 1953: 47).

More recently, in our own country, the House of Commons Standing

Commi tee on Indian Aff,,irs and Northern Development (1971) recommended

That the language of instruction at the pre-school level and up
to the first or second year of primary school should.be in the
language of tne local Indian or Eskimo community . .



Such a policy, of course, was to be subject to the wishes of the

native community.*

This policy has already been implemented in the Northwest

Ter itories. (McPherson, 1974: 221). A Territories official stated at

the Northern Cross-Cultural Education Symposium held in Fairbanks,

Alaska in November, 1973, that:

We believe that the basis of learning is communication - in
all its many forms - and That when language is the communication
form employed, it MUST be the language of the learner. Therefore,

we have set down as a policy of our educational system in the
N.W.T., that in the first three years of school, a child shall
be taught in his native 1 nguage.

The reasons offered earlier from Hawthorne have been spelled out

in greater detail by others. The experts in attendance at the UNESCO

conference mentioned earlier clearly had the child's interests in mind

when they offered the following reasons for the use of the vernacular in

the early years of schooling:

We consider that the shock which the young child undergoes
in passing from his home to his school life is so great that
everything possible should be done to soften it, particularly
where modern methods of infant teaching have not yet penetrated
to the school. He passes from being one of a few children
under his mother's eye to being one of a large group under a
teaclier. Instead of running about and playing and shouting,
he is usually expected to sit still and be quiet, to concentrate,
to do what he is told instead of what he wants to do, to listen
and learn and answer questions. New information and ideas are
presented to him as fast as he can possibly absorb them, and he
is expected to show evidence that he has absorbed them. Almost
everything is different from home and it is not surprising that
many children find difficulty in adjusting themselves to their
new surroundings. If the language in which all these bewilder-
ing new commnications are made is also different from the

This recommendation was subsequently endorsed in principle by the

National Indian Brotherhood at a meeting held in Yellowknife in May

1972. This poi, iticm is giver further support in a brief prepared in

the United States for the Bureau of Indian Affairs by the Center

for Applied Linguistics. (Modiano, 1973:4) See Appendix I.



mother tongue, the burden on the child is correspondingly

increased.

Another aspect of the use of the mo her tongue, its role in

cognitive development, is stressed by Willink (1973: 183) who compares

language to a tool for learning. Obvioufly, the tool must be manu-

factured before it can be used with any profit, a process which takes a

considerable amount of time. In the meantime,

. language development, and particularly mother tongue
development where the mother tongue is the child's dominant
language when he comes to school, is extremely important for
thought development, and thought development is what education
is about. Once the child has better learned how to think,
and thereby how to learn, he is better equipped to learn any-
thing that he may need to learn, including the second language,
English.

Apart from the cognitive aspects mentioned by Wil ink, what happens

to the child if the school does not teach him in his own language? Zintz

(1971: 42) feels that the child is probably justly proud of his language,

since it expresses his thoughts and is the language used by the people

in his extended family from whom he derives support as a person. How-

ever, If the school teaches that English is the only acceptable

language there and that use of another language even during free play on

the playground will be punished, the child can only conclude that his

school feels that his language is inferior to the one that must be used

ali the time during the school day." The problems of alienation wh!ch

will occur as a result of this are obvious.

Finally, apart from factors which directly affect the child, the

use of the tribal language should improve school-community relationships,

relationships which are openly admitted to be in considerable need of

improvement. In the 1953 UNESCO report already referred to (UNESCO,

1953: 47) the nature of such improvement was discussed:



The use of the mother tongue will promote better under-
standing between the home and the school when the child is
taught in the language of '-he home. What he learns can easily
be expressed or applied 'n the home. Moreover, the parents

will be in a better position to understand the problems of the
school and in some measure to help the school in the education

of the chi

From this and the earlier coInniert it would seem obvious that

the easiest, and apparently the hest solution would be to use the child's

materral language in school. Yet the problem is not that simple; the

nature of the,language itself and its use in the community will enter

into the decision as to what language to use in school. This is the

problem which will be discussed in the following chapter.



Chapter Three FACTORS AFFECTING THE CHOICE OF LANGUAGE FOR USE

IN THE SCHOOL

Among other factors, any decision to use the child's ancestral

language as the vehicle of instruction must take into account the

tollow,nq considerations:

a) The viability or 'health' of the language itself.

b) Pat eins of language use in the community involved

L.) Att tudes toward the language among parents and pupils.

d) Pupil competence in the languay.

e) Availability of teachers and teaching material for the language

situation in the classroom.

The Viabi ity or 'Health' of the_121-LEIJIL_Ull

Wick Miller --ited in Sieger and Madsen, 1972: 1 has provided a

useful scale for assessing the vitality of any language at a given point

in time. Using Shoshoni as an example, he suggests that the vitality of

a language must be taken into account before any decisions are made as

to its use in the educational situation. Miller feels that vitality

may be represented as a continuum with f ur principal stages - 1)

flourishing, 2) obsolescing, 3) obsolete, 4) dead. He describes each of

these stages as follows:

Flourishing

To be regarded as 'flourishing' the language must still be in daily

use on an almost exclusive basis in the community. In such a community

English is a second language, since the children entering the school

know little or no English, and the adults use it only occasionally. This

situation is most characterktic of areas that are remote from White

iL:enters of habitation.

Obsol, cing

As an example of this sta e Mi ler offers Shoshoni. The language

is still used for social in eraction In the commu nity, but only in



restricted situations. "Not all (and in some cases none ) of the child-

ren still learn the language. And if it is being learned, normally

English is also being learned at the same time. Thus in communities

with an obsolescing language, English cannot be regarded as a

second language. Young children are in fact learning both languages at

the same time. (ibid.)

Obsolete

"An obsolete language is kn n (better, remembered) by some of the

adults in the community, but it is rarely used . . . (ibid.)" As

Miller comments, technically the language iS still living, but s Ci0-

10giCallY it is dcd.

Dead

This situation applies when there are no mere living speakers of the

language, even though tapes and written descriptions may still be

available.

The situation in Northern Alberta as it pertains to Cree, to take

an example, is probably more typical of the first two situations. If we

look at two communities where (ree is still spoken, in the one it may be

a flourishing language, since the remoteness of the area preserves ,ae

community from contact with Encilish. In the other locality, English may

be beginning ta make heavy inrcads, and Cree is in the process of becom-

ing an obsolescing language as a result.

In the case of the comennity where Cree is a flourishing language

there is nu problem about using it as the language of instruction. Where

it is an obsolescing language, however, serious consideration must be

given to developing English right from the beginning, and teaching Cree

as a second language. Miller feels that this last approach will still

produce important results, since by contrasting Cree (Miller uses

Shoshoni as his ample) and English the child would gain important

insights about lanquou- in general. At filo samo tirv, such a study

ii



would make it clear to him that the lanyuago which his relativc .; use is

a very complex one and not the primitive onP that he may come to think

it is after prolonged exposure to a White school.

It would seem then that the sociolinguistic situation in the

specific community is going to have a lot to say about the nature of the

language program in the school. In the final analysis, however, it is

the home that is going to deterniine whether or not the native language

is maintained. While many Indian communities and Indian groups publicly

demand the teaching and use of the Native language in the school,

Spolsky and Holm (1971: 61) point out that these same parents often

speak English to their children within the four walls of their home. In

fairness, this may simply represent the dominant situation of English in

the community. However, I must stress once more the very real need For

a realistic assessment of the linguistic situation in a given community,

since "Home language decisions 3re mare crucial than publicly-expressed

opinions. (ibid.)" and more accurately reflect the deep-down wishes of

the parents.

How do Indian parents and children view the tribal language?

Harkins et al. in a large survey involving 149 parents in the Menominee

nation found the following attitudes (1973: 41):

Thirty-five percent (52) of the respondents considered the
Menominee language useless. They did not want their children
to learn the language in school and suggested no alternative
environments in which knowledge of the Menominee language

"An excellent schema for describing the linguistic stuat ion in

different communities has been developed by Mackey and is included as

Appendix 2. His description is essentially a descriptive and static

one.
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b& acqu lied. Paren s based ttiei r perception on t he ose-
lessnes s of the lienorninee 1 anguase (fl22) , lack of qua] ified
teachers (n=19), and dif ficul ty of the language (n.,311)

Some pa rents (21 /,) expressed ind ifferent or ambivalent .att I tuds
about t ile val Lie of the Menominee ldnguage. Thei r opin ens var ed

frorr uncertai rity about whether the language was important, shousld
be taugiit ,at school , or anywhere ; to 1 abel 1 ing Menorninee u5 des, s,
but sugsest ins that opportuni ties ( in and outs ide schoo 1) Lie
ava slab le for ch ildren who wanted to I earn Menomi nee.

Thi rty-eight percent (57) of the respondents. cons idered the
Menoominee 1 ansuase as a very important and meaningful a spec t of
cul Jure rhey e?cpressed strong des ire s for their child ten to

become prof ic lent speakers and hoped opportuni ties for leer ning
Mehominee c.ou id Le created. Of the respondents who higilly
val ued Menomi nee , eighty -.f ve pe rcent (14B) wan ted s chocy 1
curricula ) inc lode the language, and f i fteen percent -fel r
'horne' or other set tings were more appropriate.

The contrast vith the op in i ons express ed by the chi idrem of the

tribe i s most Interesting:

Fifty-seven percent of IV-znomi nee ch lId ren iintervi wed co uld
neither speak nor unders tend the ir tri bal language. Th urty -eig ht
Derent (33) ind icated vary ing levels of language prof; clan o,y;

eraty-three percent unders toad and spoke some Menominee wo rds
nine pe rcent could fol 101...4 a conversat ion and speak poor ly; two

percent under stood Merton! inee ci I arid cou Id converse wi th 1 itt I e
.dii'ficulty. None of the ch i I dren reported perfect fluency in t heir
nat i ve language . .

tenominee chi ldren expressed pos itive Altt itudeS toward the I r
inat ve lang uage. one fourth (22) indi cat ed why Menomiriec 1.445
impc>rtent t o therm a nd seemed especial 1.41 a nxi ous to learn the
language. (pp.59-60 ).

Cbvi ous ly s uch info rma tion i 1 I vary f rorn tr ibe to tribe arid
even from omrrioni t y to commun it y Within a given tri be. All exlierlt
deillorlst rat i on of t his is p rovided by Coombs (197 1:1 3) - He ci tes t wo

separate sr udies c.arried out by Se linger (1968) 4nd Bass (1 969), i ri

other words , stud i es rough ly conternporary t he tlenorniriee %-tudi es

just mentio ned and the Gree s tudy to wh ich I Sha 11 refer in a (-minute.
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According t o Coonbs,

S ix hundred seventyone Indian high school graduates, 287 from
s ix northwes te rn and no rt h-cent ral s tat es and 38/4 from s ix
southwesterri states were asked whether they thought it was
inportant to Indian students to be able to speak their nat ive
I ndi an language. About 85 percent of t he southwesterners
thought t was important, with the rest thinking i t was not or
havi ng no op in ion . . Of the students from the northwest,
about one-tHrcl trought learning an Ind ian language was of no
iniportance. Of the remainder who did, yore than hal f of them
valued it ma inly as a means of corrrunicat ion with the older
generation or get ting a job.

Ir his st udy jn5a s Carriere (IS66: 40 ) found that

among Ineian parents fourteen por cent never used the language, twenty

per cent used it sonic times, 17 .5 per cent used it half the time, 16.5
per cent us ed it us ua ly , and th rty-two per cent used it always. It
toiould appear From these figures, then, that there is support for the
tri bal language, al be it a s upport which .,.ar les ; n intensity from region
to repion and from age group to age group.

Whil e many parents rnay express no real desire to have their child
study the ancestral language evan although they may come to school with
a reasonabl e amount of competence in i t, the child's lack of competence
in English Tnay make it necessa ry to use the tr ibal language in the early
stages. The need for th is is pointed cut in a study by Spolsky and HolfTh

carried out in 1970 (197 1:6 2) in which they attempted to assess the
fn9 lish competence of Navaj o chil dren,lhey found that 737, of the six year-
olds studied did not possess enough Engli sh to do the work of Grade One

In that language. Frr1 thi s i t would appear that, whatever the feelings
of the parents may be in iti all y, it vi 11 be necessary to convince them

of the necessity of employi ng the tribal language in the beginning.

5ituat ions where the chi ld is fluent in neither language, some sort of
remedial or developmental prograrn will be necessary in one language or
the ot her prior to his entry iv-Ito Grade One.

In



This last point raises a rather interesting problem.. Many

writers have raised the possibility that there are, in fact, children

who come to school fluent in nerther language. Among these is

Zimmerman (1974) who suggests. although his findings may be based on

faulty procedures, that teachers should not assume that because a child

has no fluency in Eng ish on arrival in Grade One that he is totally

fluent in his own language. Zimmerman's point of view is supported by

Ulibar (1968:230):

The fact that parents of a given sociocultural background o ten
are more fluent in their native language than in English presents
some con usion to educators. They tend to think that the
children are also more proficient in their native dialect than
in English. This is mot necessarily the case. When one examines
the language proficiency of children of minority groups to
whom English supposedly is a second language, proficiency in
their native language is generally lower than in English even
though their development. in either languelge may be severely
retarded.

In all fairness, Ulibarri is speaking about the Spanish-speaking

child. Moreover, studies of tnis nature may be somewhat defectioe in

the methods used to elicit language samples from the subjects, since a

secure relationship with the evaluator on the part of the child may be
*

a necessary pre-requisite to 0)taining accurate results.

A final matter which mu5t be raised in any discussion of the use

of the ancestral language in the educative process is the problem of

teacher availability and material supply. Ideally, the teacher in any

In this connection an article by Mickelson and Galloway (1972 27-28)

may reveal a promising technique for eliciting samples of speech from

shy children of a different culture. The authors had Indian children on

Vancouver Island talk about the paintings which the children had made

over a period of several weeks in a pre-school class. Over the weeks,

the ut erances grew in complexity at a rather impressive ra e.
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given classroom should be fluent in the language of the pupils with w

he or she is working. However, as the report of the Indian tribes of

Manitoba points out (1971:108) this situation se dom obtains in the

schools administered by the Education Oivision ot the Deartment of

Indian Affairs. There are few White teachers who posset-s thh kind of

fluency, and the training of suitably-prepared Indian teachers who do

speak the language will take sone time. What are the interin solutions?

The most common solution in North America today seems to be the

provision of Indian aides who speak the language of the children.

Ledgerwood (1972:96) suggests that the presence of such a person in the

classroom would provide a model of a person with whom the Indian child

might more readily identify. Troike (1974:3) is somewhat less optimistic

about this outcome, observing that:

if only the aides speak the native languages, the image of
its second-rate status will be reinforced. If truly bilingual
teachers are demanded, cr if native speakers are certified on
the basis of their linguistic knowledge, other problems may
arise. Ecuador may be ahead of us in requiring training in
Quechua for teachers in the primary grades.

Troike goes on to suggest that even native speakers may not have

the vocabulary nectssary to discuss certain concepts necessary in the

early grades, especially if they themselves went through a different type

of education, A necessary part of every program of teacher education for

teaching in the tribal language may be a component which has as its main

thrust the development of the teacher's vocabulary.



Chapter Four MODELS OF BILINGLIA1 EUOCAT;ON

With the various factors relating to t e language itself spelled

out, we are now in a position to consider the various linguistic options

open to us. Kjolseth (1973:5) suggests that all programs in bilingual

education may be placed at some point on a continuum between the two

extremes which he calls the 'Assimilative Model' and the 'Pluralistic

Model.' (Other authors use different names to apply to roughly the same

concepts). In an Assimilative, cr Transfer Model, regardless of the

language in which the child begins his education, the ultimate goal is

assimilation into the English-speaking White society. In a Pluralistic

Model, on the other hand, the enphasis is placed on the development and

naintenance of both the child's maternal language and of English.

Fishman and Lovas (1970: 215-22) indicate two of the intermedi

possibilities when they talk about 'Monoliterate Bilingualism' and

'Partial Bilingualism.' (Transitional Bilingualism in their terms refers

the Assimilative Medel and Full Bilingualism refers to the Pluralistic

Model). Monoliterate Bilingualism programs aim at the development of the

oral skills in both languages, but at literacy in only one of them. The

inevitable result, of course, is likely to he assimilation given the

emphasis on the written void in our society. Partial Bilingualism

programs attempt to foster oral and written skills in both languages

and so are closer to the Pluralistic Model, the difference being that

literacy in the tribal language is restricted to reading about the

culture of the tribe.

One further distinction which should probably be made involves

the situation known as 'niglossia.' This is defined by Kjolseth

(1973; 4) as, " . a society wherein two or more language varieties

are normatively employed, each for separate, complementary functions

or domains." He goes on to suggest that:

Diglossia is therefore a multilingual 'opportunity structure'
which sustains bilingualism in individuals whn, as they move
from a social context dominated by one lanyuaye to another
dominated hy norns of appropriateness for a second language

1
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This implies,then, first, that it is not enough that two
languages are used in the classroom. If merely usage were the
criterion, it could be said that bilingual education has been a
fact on the Navajo Reservation ever since the first school
opened, as the students use Navajo, and continue to use it among
themselves for years, even after they have learned some English.

Second, it means that it is not enough either that one
language, English, is taught as such, and that it is also used
to teach other school subjects (as far as this is possible),
while the other languace, Navajo, is used for explanatory
purposes. In this sense today's Bureau of Indian Affairs
schools could be said to use bilingual education in many
classrooms.

Third, - and this point is made here with emphasis - it is

not enough when one language, English, is taught as such, and
also used to teach - not merely explain - the so-called 'content
subjects and mathematics . 0 0

In order to be attractive to the educator - at least to this
educator - bi1ingual education should mean that both languages
are taught, are 'devcloped' in educational jargon, to the same
extent that we teach English to our Anglo children, that the
French teach French to their French-speaking children, that
the Germans teach German to their German-speaking children .

So far we have talked about the rationale for a bilingual program.

But a rationale is meaningless without some idea of the goals of such

a program. Perhaps this may be an appropriate point at which to take a

look at the goals which the staff of a particular school have drawn up

as part of the process of implementation. The school in question,

located at Grants, New Me ico, is an integrated one attended by Anglo-,

Spanish-American, and Indian children. Valencia (1972: 5-6) lists

their goals as follows:

1. To help students lea n communicative skills in their native
and second language.

To help students become proficient in two languages which will,
in turn, facilitate their educational development and academic/
vocational aspirations.

To help students learn subject matter concepts in two languages:
particularly in social science, science, mathematics, and the
arts.
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4. To help students maintain a positive self-concept by
studying their native cultural heritage (history and
cultural aspect).

5 To help students recoenize the advantages of livin9 in a
multicultural environment.

6. To help students develop favorable perceptions and attitudes
toward the characteristics of other cultures, particularly
those found anong children in the school environment.

To develop teacher and teacher aides competencies in
identifying, selecting, designing, and using bilingua-
bicultural media and materials and instructional strategies.

To develop effective liaison between the school and parents
from different ethnic groups in the community and, therefore
increase parental participation and support in the bilingual-
bicultural program,

While the objectives of a pluralis ic program such as the one

described above may appear very desirable goals, there are some very

real problems involved when it conies to the implementation of such a

program. Holm (1971: 9) suggests that a true Maintenance program may

be beyond a community's resources, and that a transitional' program,

one in which instruction begins in the tribal language, but which

eventually moves into English may be necessary for some time, especially

if both teaching staff and printed materials in the language are either

unavailable or in short supply. He feels that a transitIonal program

is at least a beginning, and, as the resources become available, it

may be converted into a Maintenance program.

The decision as to whether or not to impl ment a Plural I5tic

Program versus an Assimi'ative one may depend on many factors. The

nature of the sociolinguistic community involved is probably the most

important of these. TO clarify so-ne of these factors, Gaarder (1972:

26-28) has prepared a list .)f those conditions which fever and those

which resist assimilation. rable One). while Gaarder had Spanish in

mind when he prepared the table, the same factors apply to our

situation to a greater or les-er extent.

ig



Table One Factors Assistini. and Factors Resistin Assimilation

Extra-linguistic socio
cultural factors

Size and homogeneity of
bilingual group.

Ei$toric priority

Ac:eess and resource to
renewal from a hinter-
land

Reinforcement by in-
migration and
immigration

Relative social isola-
tion including racist
attitudes toward a
visible minority

Inter-generational
stability of the
extended family

Order and age of
learning

Relative proficiency
in both tongues

Specialized use by
topics, domains, and
interlocuteurs

Favors shift
o English

18.

Resists shift
to English

Struggle for integra-
tion in schools,
housing favors shift
as does assimilative
bridge to English in
bilingual schooling.

Education solely
through English
favors shift; biling.
education presently too
weak to offset this

Use of both langu yes
for same purpose favors
shift. Absence of socio-
cultural divisions to
reinforce difference in
ioAther tongue facilitates

shift.

l'owerful resistance

Powerful resistance

Potentially powerful
but is unexploited.

Powerful resistance

Differentiation as
culturally different
brown people.
Pluralistic orienta-
tion to bilingual
education and resis-
tance to asrimila-
tion.

Close-knit extended
family especially
grandparents and
other elders living
with grandchildren

Spanish mother tongue
and language of child-
hood is powerful
psychological factor to
resistance

Use of each language
exclusively for
certain topics and
domains of lif
resists shift.



Extra-linguistic socio-
cultural factors

10. Manner of learning each
language

Status of the bilingual
groups.

12. Disappearance of the
Spanish monolingual
group

Attitudes towIrd
cultural -luralism

14. Attitudes toward both
Ouitures.

Attitudes toward each
language; emotional
attachment.

Attitudes toward
bilingualism

Favors shift
to English

19.

Resists shift
o English

Learning both from
same persons in
same situations
facilitates switching
and shift

Except to the extent
that the bilingual's
status favors Nos. 5
and 9 above, that
status at present
favors shift

Powerful force toward
complete shift

Present absence of
appropriate action by
Spanish speakers
facilitates shift. See
Nos. 5,7, and 9.

Provailing attitudes
of both groups favor
shift.

Other attitudes
shifts. See Nos
18, 19, 20.

avor

17,

17. Attitudes toward Powerfully facilitate
correctness shift.

Learning from
different persons
in different
situations resists
shift

Improved status if
made congruent with
Nos. 3,8,9. 17-22
would resist shift.

Establishment of
diglossia. No. 9
could forestall
shift.

Over-all national
attitude of relative
tolerance favors
cultural pliaalism.

Emotional attochment
to Spanish resists
shift. (Language
loyalty).

Resist shift
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Extra-linguistic socio-
cultural factors

18 Attitudes toward 'mixing
the languages

19. Modes of use of each
language.

20. Re ative usefulness
of each language.

1. Function of each
language in social
advance.

2. Literary-cultural
values.

Favors shift
to English

Powerfully facil itates
shift

Virtual absence of
reading and writing of
Spanish by adults
powerfully facilitates
shift.

Limitation of Spanish to
oral, intimate, informal
uses limits prestige,
facilitates mixing and
shift.

Pewerfily fa_ilitates
Wft.

Resists shift
to English

Absence of emphasis reduces
prestige and facilitates'
'mixing' and shift.

Gaarder sums up his comments ith the statement that, "A fully

developed written t edition would be a strong factor in language

maintenance." (p.29)

Several authorities have stressed the need for a carefully done

sociolinguistic assessment of any community before implementing a

program of bilingual education, or, indeed, before making any serious

decisions about language. Kjolseth (1973: 7) outlines the nature of

such an assessment.

Before the program actually is begun, empirical research is
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conducted locally to ascertain: 1) the dominance configuration
of the ethnic and non-ethnic languages for several social
categories of speakers in the community; 2) the linguistic
features of the specifi: varieties of ethnic language spoken
locally; and 3) the attitudes of variouS social categories of
community residents towards both the local and non-local
ethnic language varieties.

Fishman (1972: 90) puts the problem another way and adds other

areas in need of research suggesting that, ". . the following

information seems minimal, if the school and community are going to make

conscious, explicit decisions about an appropriate bilingual program:

A survey that would es_ablish the languages and varieties
employed by both parents and children, by societal domain
or function.

2. Some rough estimate of their relative performance level in each
language, hy societal domain.

Some indication of community and school staff) attitudes
toward the existing languages and varieties, and toward their
presAnt allocation to domains.

4. Some indication of community (and school staff ) a- Atudei
toward changing the existing language situation.

Studies such as those just described above, while they are

needed for planning the program both with respect to language use and

material selection, will also serve to provide a datum point against

which to measure changing attitudes in the community. In addition,

Krear (1971: 244) points out that they will also serve to give some idea

about the timing of any proposed changes.

It follows then that the bilingual reality in a commmn ty has
a direct relationship to the urgency or lack of it for learning
English to meet personal needs. That is to say, in a community
of language transfer, children need to learn English efficiently
and hmmediately. A program designed to mirror the bilingual
reality of such a community would give greater emphasis to
English as a second language or dialect than to dialect or mother
tongue development. On the other hand, in a language maintenance
community where there is no urgency to learn English, a greater
emphasis can be given to dialect or mother tongue development.

2
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In making decisions about the implementation of any program

involving language
*

questions such as the following must be asked:

Does the situation warrant a truly bilingual program and to
what extent?

Are there a sufficient number of children who speak only or
mainly their vernacular when they come to school?

Do the parents of the children want such a program?

Will it be backed by the local community? (Rebert, 1971:

In obtaining answers to these questions the educator must be

especially careful to ensure that what he is being told does, in fact,

represent the wishes of the community. Kersey (1972: 475) outlines some

of the pitfalls that may beset the unwary.

Educators are often led to believe that an educational
concensus exists by the exhortations of Indian leaders who
espouse the socially acceptable position that their people
want and need more education. And who should speak with
greater authority than the chosen leader? Yet, a gap often
exists between the image which tribal leaders wish to fostir
and the grass roots sentiment of their people . . .

Occasionally the leaders who remonstrate most loudly about the
need for education are the very ones who do least positively to
promote schooling among their people, and a few have reportedly
discouraged their people from taking advantage of the 'white
man's education.'

Decisions regarding the implementation or non-implementation of a

bilingual program should not'be made lightly. The effect which a

school has on the community that it serves is not always thoroughly

understood. To take as one perhaps unusual example of this, Wolcott

(1967) points out in his book on education in an Indian community on

Northern Vancouver Island that the closing down of the local school took

away the only reason for the continued existence of the village and

it was abandoned.
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From the discussion which has just taken place it will be obvious

that there are no pat answers, no ready-made solutions which vill offer

a panacea for every community's problems. Instead, the situai:ion in

each community must be studied with care, the wishes of the community

taken into account, the available resources examined, and then, and only

then should decisions regarding Maintenance or Transfer Programs be

made. As Kjolseth (1973: 16) suggests, "The relevant issue today is

not simply monolingual vs. bilingual education, but more essentially what

social goals will serve the needs of rhr, majority of ethnic group

members and what intevrated set of program design features will effectively

realize them?"

2 5



Chanter Five OPINION REGARDING THE LANGNAF OF INSTRUCTION

As was suggested in the previous chapter, the cuncensus of opinion

in the community must be taken into account in any decisions involving

bilingual education. In addition, the statement which various influential

authorities, both in Canada ana in the United States, have made from

time to time about his problem of language use in the elementary school

merit some consideration.

In view of the fact that education in the native language may se m

to be in conflict with programs in standard English, it is interesting

read the resolution which the professional association of teachers

Involved in the latter type of program sent to the Secretary of the

interior of the United States (Bilingual Education, 1971; 8) following

their annual meeting in March 1971 at New Orleans.

Whereas we recognize that any human being's language constitutes
his Hill( with the real world, and
Whereas we are collectively engaged in teaching another language
to human beings who already possess a fully articulated and
developed language system,

Therefore be it resolved that TESOL Ereachmrs
of Other Languageqaffirms

English to Speakers

1. That bilingual education must b assumed to mean education in
two languages;

2. That this in turn presupposes full recognition by every avail-
able means of the validity of the first language;

That such recognition includes positive attitudes of all
teachers and administrators toward the student's language;

4. That the validity of that language not only as a cemmunication
system but as a v;able vehicle For the transfer and reinforce-
ment of any subject content in the classroom must be central
in curriculum policy; and

5. That, where numbers of individuals justify such conce n, the
student's own language must specifically constitute a segment
of the curriculum.

The authors of this resolution hoped thereby to dispel any notion

that supporters of bilingual education and supporters of ESL programs

2 0
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were in any way in conflict. They did make the point, however, that an

essential part of any solidly-based program in bilingual eilucat on was

an ESL component.

Even earlier than the TESOL resolution, Or. Bruce A. Gaarder, a

highly respected authority on second language teaching in his own

right and chief of the Modern Foreign Language Section of the U.S.

Office of Education, presented a paper in 1967 to the U.S. Senate's

Special Subcommittee on Bilingual Education, a paper which has provided

the rationale for the greater number of the bilingual education programs,

created in that country since that date. Dr. Gaarder's position on

bilingual education, and he spe3ks for the bulk of second language teachers

as well, is as follows:

If English is the sole medium of instruction, the children
are likely to become retarded in their school work to the
extent to which they are deficient in English.

2. A strong, mutually reinforcing relationship between the home
and the school make it necessary that the mother tongue be
used by some of the teachers, and as a school language.

Language is the most important exteriorization of the sef.
Rejecting the mother tongue can be expected to affect
seriously and adversely the child's concept of his parents,
his home, and of himself.

4. The child's unique potential career advantage, his bilingualism,
will have been des royed if he has not achieved reasonable
literacy in his mother tongue It will be almost useless for
him for any technical or professional work where language
matters. This refers more to Spanish- and French- speaking
students Of courselj

5. Our people's native competence in other languages and the
cultural heritage each language transmits are a national
resource that we badly need and must conserve by every
reasonable means

While the two previous statements deal with bilingual education

as it affects many cultures, the Center for Applied Linguistics, with

the help both of specialists and native people involved in Indian

Education in 1973 (Appendix II) submitted a very detailed proposal on

2
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the education of Indian children to the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The

following recommendations were 11;lde in the fEcid of lang-agc:

Recommendation 3

Within the above stricture (that the tribal or local Indian
educational authority should make the final decision regarding
the language program at a given school), the laripage of the home
should be the languae of Laimia2 instruction and special
attention should be Riven to developing the English language
skills of all children.

The above recommendation is broad and complex. For the sake
of clarity We will break it into some of its most important
component parts and discuss each one separately.

Recommendation 3.

Where children enter school speaking only the ancestral
language, that should be the language of beginning instruction.

Children should not be held back in their other school learn-
ing until they have mastered sufficient English, as is now the
case in all but the bilingual programs. The research demonstrating
the advantage of a bilingual approach, not only on attitudinjl
factors but also on academic achievement, even reading comprehen-
sion in the national language, is by now considerable and all
points in the same direction: Children learn all school-related
subjects best in the language they can comprehend. Insistence
on instruction in a foreign tongue (as English is for many
Indian children) serves only to retard their academic development
considerably and to awaken a host of negative attitudes. On
the other hand, use of the language of the home enhances academic
development and serves to build positive relations between the
child (and his family) and the school. Even the skills of fully
'acdredited teachers (in the traditional sense of college degrees
and state certification) cannot adequately overcome the barrier
to understanding inherent in the lack of a common system of
communication with the children.

Recommendation 3.2

When children enter school fluent in both the ancestral
language and standard E221Lh, the local Indian educational_ _

_

authority should decide the role that each laIRL±Iiit should play
in the child's school life.

Since English will at least partially complement I use of

2
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the mother tongue in the upper elementary and secondary grades,
the ancestral language should continue: 'ro be used as a language
of instruction as well es bo studied as a subject in its own
right, throughout the child's school career.

What is the situation in Canada? In our own country there seems

to be a considerable body of agreement on the matter. For example, in

1971 the Indian Tribes of Manitoba recommended that in those communities

where thn Indian language was tl-e dominant community language, it be

used as the vehicle of instruction during the early years in elementary

school (Indian Tribes of Manitoba, 1971: 121). Furthermore, since

there is a place in the curriculum set aside for 'second language

instruction,' they recommended thit this blo-k of time, found both in

elementary and in secondary school, he used for further study in the

ancestral language.

in Alberta, in their brief to the Worth Commission on Education,

the Indian Association of Alberia (Ledgerwood, 1972: WI) stressed their

desire for a program in which hilingualism in the native language of the

community and in English should be stressed at all grade levels with

academic credit being given for such study. As an interesting aside,

they envisaged a 'two-way' program by virtue of which non-Indian

children would be allowed to attend reservation schools in order to

learn the Ihdian language and study Indian culture.

Finally, at a meeting held in Yellowknife in 1972, the Executive

Council of the National Indian Brotherhood compiled a position paper

from the briefs submitted by the Indian Associations of the various

provinces. In this paper (National Indian Brotherhood, 1974: 24) they

indicate their support for the use of the ancestral language beginning

at the pre-school level and continuing up to the end of the first or

second year of elementary school. Once again, however, they underline

the need to carry out such a policy only after "consultation with, and

clear approval from, a majority of parents in the communities concerned

(ibid.)."
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The recommendations to the Bureau of Indian Affairs by the Cen er

for Applied Linguistics (Appendix II) mentioned earlier point up the

necessity of looking at each situation in itself, rather than to attempt

to formulate any overall treatment, suggesting that, "The great

diversity of Native American languages (of which there are over 10)

and cultures, as well as important differences in local situations

makes attempts to formulate uniform solutions impractical and undesirable,

particularly if done by non-Indians. Probably in no other field of

education is the need for local approaches to problems so important and

necessary. (p.3)"

The Center also stresses the need to provide communities with a

statement of all the possible ternatives which fit the situation

under study. These statements should be free of 'pedaguese' and, ideally,

should make use of a variety of media to demonstrate the many different

possibilities in action elsewhere. Two films of this nature, "Ha$kie

and "Education in Eskimo" have been produced with this goal in mind.

With such information at their disposal, the communities involved should

be able to make decisions on an informed basis.



Ch_pter Six FACTORS AFFECTING THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS OF IHE

BILINGUAL CHILD

The research in the area of bilingualism is very much complicated

by iL many factors other than language wflich appear to exert some

influenc ; on the child. As early as the pre-natal condition the factors

of the environment may determine the child's educational success.

Unfortunately , since most researchers in the field of bilingualism have

taken for granted the fact that the bilingual child is no different from

other children as far as physical health goes, Ulibarri (1968: 233) is

unable to point to any significant amount of research in the area of

physical growth, health, and sickness related to the bi'ingual child.

does point out one very importrnt factor, however.

What has to be considered is the generally poverty-stricken
conditions that characterize the minority groups - including
bilingual minorities. More recently in tlie McGovern Report,
a task force has indicated strong evidence that mental growth
is affected and arrested by dietary and nutritional deficiencies
during the pregnancy period and especially during the first six
months of the life of an infant. If the assessment of these
studies is correct, it is a frightful consequence that we have to
face if poverty is not eradicated from the life of the bilingual-
bicultural minorities. It thus becomes possible to have
generation after generation of impoverished slow learners among
these groups.

Poverty, and its accompanying nutritional problems, therefore,

are one possible reason for the generally-acknowledged failure of

bilingual groups to do well in school. What are 'Lome of the other

considerations? Regretably there is not a great deal of information

available, since, as Coombs (1971: 12) suggests, the assumption that

an incoming child speaking a language other than English will become

an ineffective learner is 50 widely held that it has been too readily

accepted by researchers in the past. The net result, according to

Coombs, is that ". research which controls for other possib

causative variables is almost completely lacking (ibid.)

The role that 50n of the e other factors play is best pointed



out in a study by Co eITIafl which Coomb$ cites (10c cit.).

30.

While Mexican-Americanc, Puerto- 'can, and !ndian-American
students, three groups comaining a high percentage of students
with non-English-speaking backgrounds, all achieve well below
white stuaents and the national norms, Negro students, nearly
all of whom had English as a first language, are the lowest
achieving group of all. And Oriental-Americans, many of whom,
especially Chinese, -rime from homes where adults at least
habitually speak a laaguage other than English, achiew close to
the nation l norms.

The respect which most Oriental parents hold for educatioa and for

the teacher is too well documented to need mention here. This attitude

may account for the level of achievement Jmong their children. As for

the others, school is too often though of as either the "White Man

school" or one where little attention is paid to the need to take children

at the point where they are and to progress from there. Schools are

usually regarded as middle-class iith middle-class values taught in them.

As such they would hold little appeal for ,Iny of the other groups

mentioned above.

irdeed, it is Lhis problem of lack oc relevance to his own

culturc as perceived by the student which may be the single most

powerful factor in the case of the Indian child and the school. Both

Bernard Spilka and John Bryde (cited in Coombs, 1971: 12) have pointed

out the problem of anomie (cultural normlessness) and the general

alienation of Indian students. In fairness Fuchs and Havighurst (1972:

155) point out some serious deficiencies in much of the research, but

they do accept that the Indian adolescent does have some very real self-

doubt about his chances in a White-controlled job market.

They are not depressed, anxious, paranoid, or alienated, as
a group. They can make use of educational and economic oppor-
tunities. However, they do have the same problems that the
youth of other low-income groups have, and these problems are
complicated to a degree by the fact that they are Indians.

That there are ways of improving this self-concept is shown by



a study by Joseph Pecaro 1757A). Concerned that existing Social

Studies programs did litt!e to present the role of the Indian either in

history or in the present he devised a series of special lessons, which

emphasized very positively the Indian's role. His findings, after

comparing two groups, 6oth of which included Indian and non-Indian

students, were that the special lessons produced a signIficant improvement

in the attitudes oF the oxperimental group. in addition, the Indians in

the experimental group improved more than the non-Indian stud..nts.

Similar findings, this time comparing two groups of Indian

students ara reported by Vivian One Feathor (cited in Mech,1974 : 7

The purpose of tho study was to improve the self-image of ninth
grade Oglala Sioux students through ptasenting them with factual
knowiedge abouz their own history and culture as prepared by the
Oglala people. Evaluation was Lased on pre-testing and post-
testing the ninth graders with comparative analysis with ninth
graders in a control group. Results of the method:, used with
the experimental group suggest improved attitudes toward school
while those of the control group remained essentially the same
and there appeared to be a growing negativit.m toward white
people by the control group.

The family itself is a source, quite innocently, of course, of

much of the problem. Fuchs and Havighurst, while decrying the current

feeling that alienation and lack of celf-confidcnce are a factor in

every Indian student's educational progress, do admit (1972: 128) that

these may be factors in the case of some students However, they point

out other influences which they feel are more pertinent, observing that:

. . their school performance is probably negatively affected by
environmental factors well before the age of puberty. .

It is well known that achievement in school subjects is correlated
with the pupil's family background. In studies of the various
factors that determine school achievement, the socioeconomic status
of the family proves to be more influential than the character-
istics of the school. However, in cases where the family cannot
help the pupil much, school may actually compensate to some
extent.



There are several reasons for family barAyround being a handi-
cap in relation to school achievemr-it of many Indian pupils in an
American school. The first reason is that the great majority of
Indian pupils are raised in poverty-stricken familie, and poverty
is generally a disadvantage for school achievement. Also, with
the exception of a growing minority of Indians, most Indian
families have little formal educatior and therefore Indian
children are far more dependent upon the school for academic
instruction than children whose families are in a position to
assist them in this area. . .

Conditions of poverty and illiteracy are not conducive to providing
facilities which help childrci in school such as books,
encyclopedias, and space for quiet study. In addition, the use
of formal education for earning a living has not ordinarily been
apparent in many Indian communities, although this is chang ng
as employment opportunilies for educated Indians increase.

Despite this type of problem, Hawthorn stresses that the Indian

child is as motivated to succeed as the non-IndiDn child (1967: 129).

The studies which were carried out in the course of his investigation,

however, also revealeJ that this motivation dropped sharply after a few

years in school, while the white student's motivation increased. Again

the family enters the picture, for, as Hawthorn observes, "The diversity

can perhaps be explained by di ference of experience in success and in

support from significant adults."

Hawthorn's finding of an initially strong motivation on the part

of the Indian child finds theoretical support in a study by Kinsella

(1971: 1-2). Kinseliia feels that the child's ego-identity has three

elements: "(a) a coherent and complex organization of elements; (b)

a manageable mutual regulation between the individual and the environ-

ment; and (c) a sense of assurance that this mutual regulation between

the individual and the environment is going to persist.

The Indian child will succeed if factors (b) and ( obtain, as

they usually do in the case of his white schoolmate. Most often, how-

ever, in the case of the Indian child the contrary Is true, and with

prediGtable results - the lowering of motivation that Hawthorn has

indicated.

3



If a b e kciown in thQ condition described ifl b) and (c) above

is responsible for failure in this breakdown may have as its

origin a drastic contrast between the culture of the Indian child and

that o, the school. As am example of the relationship involved, Lane,

speaking about Canadian Indians (1972: 353) points out that:

The d yree to which learning, whether in or out of school,
constitutes 'learning in an alien culture' depends upon the
degree of cultural distance between the individual and the
particular situations in which he finds himself. Clearly this
will vary from person to person. A middle class urban Indian
child of highly acculturoted parents is not raised in the same
subculture as a child in a family dependent on welfare and
liviny in an overcrowded house on a nearby unserviced reserve,
&though they may attend the same school. Yet, when that
school population is studied, they are lumped together as 'the
Indian sample.'

There are other culturally-related differences which enter into

the picture. The way in which the child is treated in an Indian home

and the way in which he is -reated at school may be quite different

Hawthorn (1967) has desc ibed 5,)me of these differences in some detail.

As a result of this difference in approach, the child's expectations as

to how he will be treated in school will not be realized, and his

hurt at not being treated as he had expected to be may be the sou ce of

much of the dropout problem mentioned earlier.

Ano her factor which may be cu turally-based is that of intelli-

gence. The school's assessment of intelligence, and by extension its

curricular strateyies, is based on what are largely Indo-European norms.

Collier (1973: 4) suggests that failure to take this difference into

account may be setting up the Indian or Eskimo child for disaster:

An anthropological view of intelligence is that it is both
learned and expressed within a cultural system. Ruth Benedict
(1934) refers to this phenomenon as the 'language of culture,'
through which man develops, communicates, and solves his life
problems. The cultural language is the total communication of
qroup-shnred values, beliefs, and verbal and non-verbal language.
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The intelliaence of the Native child must be observed in this
communication context, Behavior outside one's own system can
appear unintelligent. It is generally accepted that much of
basic intelliaPrice is formed early in childhood within a
oarticular environmental prograw. Acuteness of mind rests
within the first language, and the initial intelligence rests
upon experiences in the first environment, whether that be
desert, jungle, or Arctic snow, From this is born the resource-
fulness and intellectual vigor that we hope will be the equipment
of the child as he grows. This presents the dilemna that it may
be difficult and sometimes impossible to utilize full intelligence
except within the cultural system that nurtured the child. It is

this challenge that presents cross cultural education as a conflict
between cultures, deeply involving the persolity and culture
of both teachers and students.

Ohannessian (1972: 17) takes Collier's point a step further and

suggests that learning strategies designed for the white child may be

totally InapproprIate for the Indian child for the following reasons:

One such factor [for apparent failure to learn] may be
differences in what may be called the respective styles of learn-
ing prevalent in the major American culture and that of some
Indian communities. The first stresses learning by doing, whereas
there is reason to believe that the second relies on prolonged
observation, or 'prelearning', which is then followed by learning.
A reluctance to try too soon and the accompanying fear of being
'shamed' if one does not succeed may account for the seemingly
passive, uninterested, and unresponsive attitude of Indian
students. Understanding of the ways in which learning takes
place among Indians may prove of far greater significance for the
education of Indians in general and for their success in
acquiring English in particular than elaborate projects based on
patterns of learning behavior that are alien or even abhorent
to Indians.

Another factor may be the Indian cultural trait of non-
interference. There seems to be general agreement among
anthropologists that for the Indian any form of coercion may
result in bewilderment, disgust, fear, or withdrawal. Thus,
coercion in the classroom may result in silent withdrawal,
taking the form of noneresponsiveness, apparent indifference,
laziness, or even flight,

Collier (loc. cit.) concludes this discussion by suggesting the

direction that Indian education must take:
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In this perspective, effective educa ion could be the degree
harmony between the Andent's culturally and environmentally
acquired intelligence and the learning opportunities and the
intelligence-developing procedures and goals of the school.
Reasonably, if signific3nt conflict lies between the Eskimo
processes and the school, some variety of educational failure
must be expected. Teachers may be seen teaching ideally with
the flow of Native intelligence, or teaching negatively against
the Native stream of consciousness. Granted, these are subtle
energies, but they are there to be utilized or ignored, and they
may well make the difference between a motivated or a ' urned-
off classroom.



c1-22eter Sevep LANGUAGE PROBLE S AND THE SCHOOL

The Indian child raised -in a reservation and the White child

comirw from a middle or even many lower class homes do not enjoy the

same advantages as far as language is concerned In his study of the

Indians of Canada, Hawtho- (1967: 112-13) describes the differences

which may exist in the two situations as follows:

Indian

Conver ation between children and
adults limited; questions often
answered in monosyllables; custom
sometimes demands silence from
children in the presence of
adults; English spoken by adults
often inaccurate and limited in
vocabulary. Some children have
the opportunity to hear stories
and folk tales which have colorful
imagery and language. No one
reads to the child.

Non-Indian

Conversations often unlimited;
detailed answers given as often
as morosyllabic replies; child's
speech and labelling may be
corrected constantly. English
spoken by parents usually
correct and diverse; child is
read to often and has books
of his owri .

What effect d'es this difference have when comes time for the

two children to enter school? 4awthorn feels that, in view of the

heavy premium which the school places on verbal skills, the child who

has grown up in a home with books, and surrounded by adults willing and

eager to help him develop his linguistic skills has a distinct advantage

over the child who has not enjoyed these benefits. (p.114) This

difference will become even more intensi ied when the two children beg n

to learn to read.

The child in the latter situation has not developed the auditory
discrimination which is neccssary for learning to read because
he has not had the necessary corrective feedback. Because
conversation has seldom been directed at him his general levei
of responsiveness and attentiveness to incoming stimuli may be
lower than that of the child described in the middle-class
situation. This again lessens his facility in learning to read.
Low responsiveness also has implications for reception of
reinforcement, correction, and attention span, the relationships
of which to the formal education process are obvious (ibid.).

Teachers encoun ering this situatIon and who may not be fully
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aware of the causes of the Indian chi d's apparently slow development

may be led into labelling the child as retarded. Herbert (1972: 4),

speaking about the situation in the Southwestern United States offers

proof of what may easily happen:

School per onnel and parents of Mexican-American children have
repeatedly voiced concern over the high proportions of failures
and drop-outs among Mexican-American children. Some of the
practices for assigning children to mentally retarded classrooms
are also being questioned for their validity. Leary reports
that an analysis of California's 65,000 mentally retarded children
discloses that 2.14% of all Spanish surnamed students in public
schools have been directed into classes for the educable mentally
retarded. Less than .71% of all the Anglo students are so
classified. To express this statistic another way, California's
Spanish surnamed students, who comprise 15% of the total school
population, represent over 28% of the total enrollment in classes
for the educable mentally retarded.

To understand the source of the Problem outlined by Herbert, we

must look at the literature in education relating to the effects of

socio-economic level on language acquisition. In so doing it must be

borne in mind that this literature tends to deal with the child's first

language, hence the import of it for a two-language situation may present

an even more serious picture. In her study on bilingual children, Meriel

Saville-Troike (1973: 24) sums up the points ()if view currently held

about socio-economic status (SES) and language acquisition.

There are research reports which to some extent support this
notion of linguistic retardation among children of low socio-
economic status (SES): Jones and McMillan (1973) find their
speech to be 'less fluent and grammatically less complex,' and
Queensberry (1971) finds significant lag in their syntactic
maturity at age four. Although the SES children in these studies
tend to be from minority groups in the United States, there is
some data from other language communities as well. In a study
of Italian children in Rome, Parisi (1971) finds that SES
differences appear in language development at about 3 1/2 years
and that the split gradually widens, especially between 5 1/2
and 6.

Saville-Troike then presents the opposing vie

Not all researchers agree Te p in 1957) reports an SES
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difference in language production at age 3, but says there is
no evidence of cumulative deficit. Shriner and Miner (1968)
find no SES differences in children's language structures and
Evans (1971) finds no SES (or Mexican-American/ Anglo) differences
in auditory discriminatiDn or repetition tasks. In a fairly
extensive study of children in haltimore and the surrounding area,
Entwisle (1967) found low SES first graders living in slums more
advanced linguistically than higher SES children in the suburbs
(although by third grade the slum children lagged behind).

This last finding is interesting in view of the 'lagging behind'

aspe t A5 Saville-Troike points out, however, each of these researchers

was assessing a dif erent aspect of language, and it is not surprising

that the research is not in agreement. What the research does indicate

is the need for a carefully controlled evaluation of what children from

the Indian population in Alberta do know about their language and the

language which they are in the process of learning. Without hard

research in this area, any meaningful curriculum planning is doomed to

futility from the start.

Another aspect which must be considered in such a study re ates

to the level of English which some children may come to school with.

In some ways the child who comes to school speaking no English at all

is in a better position than the child who a_pyears

English. Hawthorn describes the problem as follows:

be a speaker of

The child wlio comes from a home where English is spoken by
parents as a second language probably speaks 'Indian English.'
This is a variant in which English structure and words are used
but in which forms and meanings often vary from the standard
ones of the school, and although the child who speaks Indian
English is viewed as an English speaker by the school, in most
cases he is as much in need of instruction in language as the
non-English speaking child.

Miriam Dancy (1568: 25) agrees with Hawthorn's interpreta ion

of this difference and decries the fact that children such as those

described above are usually placed in remedial classes for children

who speak English but coming from a home where English is the first

language. It is unfortunate that Indian children do not share the

same problems - the Indian child's problems are phonological and

4 0
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structural, whereas the White child's problem may be a very superficial

one such as spelling.

Davey (1961: 496) suggests that another impor ant way in which

the two groups differ is in the area of vocabulary. From this and the

foregoing statement, it would appear that teachers must be alerted to the

fact that they are not dealing with a simple pathology of English as a

first language, but with a problem which demands very different strategies.

Finally, Zintz et al. (1971: 15) point out the specific problems

which impede any attempt on the part of the non-English-speaking child

to achieve in any academic area involving language.

The construction and use of several tests of different facets
of the English language have provided convincing evidence that
these children do not have command of the English language with
sufficient sophistication to use multiple meanings of common
words, to respond to simple analogies, to interpret either idioms
or slang expressions, to provide words of opposite meanings -
a simple antonym test, or to provide elementary morphological
or syntactical forms in English usages

Obviously, it is going to be necessary to assess the English

competence of the child on his arrival in school. This will at least

focus the attention of the school on the types of problems with which

it will have to deal. One very general type of categorization for

students with different language backgrounds has been proposed by

Spolsky and Holm (1971: 62). This is used as the basis of classification

for the research which they are carrying out on the Navajo Reservation.

When the child first came to school, he or she appeared to
know only Navajo, and no English.

N-e: When the child first came to school, he or she appeared to
know mainly Navajo; he or she knew a little English, but
not enough to do first grade work.

N-E: When the child came to school, he or she was apparently
equally proficient in English or Navajo.

n-E: When the child came to school, he or she knew mainly English,
and also knew a bit of Navajo.
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When the child came to school, he or she appeared to know
only English, and no Navajo.

This scale appears to work well as a preliminary screen, but

while it talks about proficiency in two lan-uages or language dominance,

it says nothing about the varying degrees of competence on the part of

those children who speak English. A scale which provides this type of

information is that of the Board of Education of the City of New York

(Dillon,n.d.: 111).

Rat_im

A(6)

B (9)

C (4)

E(2)

F(1)

Definition

Speaks English, for his age level, like a native
with no foreign accent.

Speaks English with a foreign accent, but otherwise
approximates the fluency of a native speaker of
like age.

Can speak English well enough for most situations
met by typir;a1 native pupils of like age, but still
must make a conscious effort to avoid the language
forms of his native tongue. Depends, in part,,
upon translation and therefore speaks hesitantly
upon occasion.

Speaks English in more than a few stereotyped
situations, but speaks it haltingly at all times.

Speaks English only in those stereotyped situations
for which he has learned a few useful words and
expressions.

Speaks no English.

Obviously the same scale could be used for the other language as

well. While the use of such scales represents a rough-and-ready form

of assessment, there are dangers involved in their use as Knachman

(1974: 81) points out:

There are large discrepancies between stud nts' English
vocabularies and their teacher's estimates of them. Inexperienced
teachers, and pa ticularly ones who have not studied a foreign
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language themselves, tend to assu e that a child who can car y
on a passable social conversation can also understand what is
being said in the classroom. Closer examination frequently
reveals that the child has a very small supply of phrases in
common use around the daily routines of school, play, store,
etc. and an additional supply of nouns. Verbs, prepositions,
and other more esoteric items which are crucial to making any
sense out of school work may be extremely scanty. The teacher
misjudging the degree to which he is being understood - may
spread his best efforts in vain and then decide that his students
are dumb or just not interested in learning when in fact they may
simply be bored because they don't understand the words.

What are the alterna ves? Fortunately, work is being done on

test instruments which will measure more precisely the English performance

of Indian children. Eugane Brrere has prepared a battery of tests for

children in Grades 4-6 of the Bureau of Indian Affairs schools in the

United States (1971). The battery includes 1) a written test in two

forms, 2) a listening comprehension test, 3) an oral production test,

4) an administrative manual for the teacher and 5) an interpretive manual.

One use of the test, known as the Test of Proficiency in English as a

_Second Language (TOPESL), is as a placement instrument. It may also be

used for diagnostic purposes. Other tests have been prepared by South-

west Educational Development Laboratory for use in the primary grades

(Valencia, 1972: 44).

In v ew of the problems involved, what kind of support is there

for the teaching of English as a second language (ESL) to Indian

children? From reading the available literature on this topic, my own

feeling is that, while there is a great deal of support for teaching the

ancestral language, most seem to feel that this is not to be done at the

expense of the child learning English, since most Indian parents see

English as a necessary acquisition if their child is to make his way in

the White man's world.

This support may even prove to be embarrassing on occasion, as

witness the situation described by Slager and Madsen (1972: 37-38) who

describe an attempt to encourage the maintenance of an Eskimo dialect

(Yuk) in Alaska. The major problem which the team involved encountered
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was to persuade parents that teaching Yuk to their children did not

represent a backward step. "After all, they had been taught for years

that English was the language of instruction and that their own language

was not the road to success. Ilitial discussion with parents was often

interspersed with comments like, ''You teach them English; we'll teach

them Yuk at ho- Even though Yuk is the most viable language in

Alaska today and there are approximately 15,000 speakers, it was not un

parents were convinced that Yuk would not be _taught in the schools but

would only be used while the children were learning English that they_
began to adopt a positive attitude toward the experiment."

Other sources have stressed the support for English programs from

Indian parents and students. While stressing the interest that exists

in the tribal language, Fuchs and Mavighurst (1972: 206) found in the

course of the National Study of American Indian Education that both

parents and children from Indian homes appreciated the need to learn

English. They point out that only ". . . four students out of twelve

hundred interviewed indicated that they believed that knowledge of their

native language was more important than knowledge of English." Even

allowing for those students who told the interviewer what they felt the

interviewer wanted to hear, this is still an impressive figure.

The importance of an adequate English program is stressed by Bowd

(1972: 74) who compared several groups of Indian boys aged twelve to

fourteen from Bella Bella, Cluny, Morley, Lac la Biche, and Calgary with

similar groups of non-Indian students. Bowd feels that it is the school

rather than the child's background which determines success or failure

for the Indian child.

The fact that Indian children tend to drop out of school more
frequently and that they tend to be grade-retarded in comparison
with white children is commonly attributed to the Indian child's
background which is frequently described as culturally deprived.
The data presented in this study suggest that to some extent it
is the school itself which determines that the Indian child will
fail, that the crite -ia for success differ between white and
Indian.

4 4
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He then goes on to discuss the language factors which may bring

this situation about:

Irrespective of the diversity of cultural environment sampled,
in all the native groups vocabulary appears as the prime determin-
ant of grade level. However, the Indian child has uOliy had less
opportunity for the development of English language Skills, and
their use as a criterion for grade placement penalizes him severe-
ly. Among the sample of white children studied, where many came
from bilingual homes, it was general intelligence rather than
verbal skills which determined grade level.

Clearly the language background of the Indian children studied
is such that they have, on the average, developed poorer English
vocabularies than the white children. The absence of significant
correlations between the child's use of an Indian language and
grade level, together with the positive correlations with
parental use of English suggests that inadequate exposure to
English rather than the use of the native language is the principal
reason for language problems at school.

He suggests in conclusion that while English should not be developed

at the expense of the child's ancestral language, .there is a very real

need for specialized programs in English as a second language at the ea ly

grade levels, and that grade promotion be based on something other than

verbal ability. In the light of his later comment that most Fchool

subjects appear to be based on verbal ability, it is not quite clear how

he proposes to do this unless he is willing to accept social promotion.

Elizabeth Willink outlines the very specific skills which the

young child requ res if he is to be successful in the school program

(1973: 183):

Only when the learner has acquired a familiarity with, a
knowledge of, the English that he is assumed to have acquired by
the curricular materials, is he ready for the intensive develop-
ment of the psycho-motor techniques that reading and the
productive language arts require, i.e., only then is the learner
ready to be taught by these curricular materials. Only then can
he begin to draw upon his knowledge of English and his growing
skill in the English language arts for his general mental develop-
ment. This means that there liould be a period of several years
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in the school program during which the language itself, English,
should be taught as intensively and as efficiently as possible
with great emphasis on listening comprehension. This comprehension
should include compreheniion of structural signals, which signify
the wore difficult to unierstand abstract relationship concepts,
as well as comprehension of easier to grasp content vocabulary.
The skills of speaking, reading, and writing in English also should
be taught, but the student should not be asked to express or read
meanings in English that he has not yet learned to understand in
spoken English.

In its Recommendations for LaaElus Policy in Indian Education,

the Center for Applied Linguistics (Appendix II: 7) makes some very

pertinent points, first about the use of what Hawthorn called "Indian

English", and then about the pr)blem of English as a Second Language in

general. Their first recommendation is that teachers must be shown how

to build on the non-standard English which the child brings to school

and must adopt an accepting attitude while this is taking place. The

Center suggests that, "The language a child brings to school is an

important part of himself and his group identification, and to reject it

is to reject him and his values, and violates the fundamental principle

of education which is to take the child where he is."

The Center aPpreciates that some children may enter school speak-

ing standard English. In this case, the curriculum should be adapted to

stress the cultural needs of the children. It suggests (p.9) that:

Such adaptation would include the modification of teaching
methods to take full advantage of the learning styles preferred
by the children, the introduction of topics of greater relevance
to Indian students, and positive references to Native American
contributions which have been made to the area of study. Such
references are needed both to counteract the negative stereo-
types of Indians to which the students are exposed, their
sources including American literature, and to provide positive
models for the students, to increase their self-esteem and their
pride in their identity as Native Americans and as members of
their own tribe.

For those whose English is weak or non-existant, the Center

stresses the need for a well-planned program in English as a second
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language beginning right at the start of the elementary se ool program

(p.6).

In view of the failure of traditional methods to teach English
adequately, learning cannot be left merely to chance exposure,
but must be structured to scme extent. Sentence patterns and
vocabulary should be introduced systematically and practiced in
meaningful contexts and motivational forms (such as games and
guided learning activities), since children enjoy highly
repetitive activities and learn from them. Since experience
indicates that children need to communicate in a language to
learn it well, second language instruction should be done as
much as possible in a communicational context, either real or
constructed.

Since this type of activity demands a thorough understanding of

the theory and practice involved, the Center further recommends (p.8)

that:

in communities where English is not spoken by children entering
school, teachers at all levels, including secondary, should be
trained in methods of teaching English as a second language. If

teachers in Head Start and kindergarten programs are not well-
trained in ESL methods, it is preferable that instruction in
English be deferred until the first grade, since experience:has
shown that children tatvht by inadequately trained teachers in
Head Start and kindergarten do more poorly in first grade than
children with no previous exposure to English.

The problems which occur when inadequately-trained teachers are

working with English as a second language are described by Faralie

Spell (1971: 5):

As the situation now exists, in some cases, something called
ESL, which is interpreted to be a highly formalized set of
techniques for imitating sentences and learning 'patterns'
taught by teachers without sufficient education and training for
from twenty minutes to an hour a day and then tucked neatly
away. They then go about the business of teaching the language
arts with no further thought for what has been taught as ESL
or any conception that there needs to be arty relationship to

As Fa alie Spell suggests at another point (p.3) the usual

solution to the problem has been to provide a series of short workshop
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or seminars. These are usually very specific in nature and tend to focus

on a bag of trickz. Her suggestion is that longer sequences of prepara-

tion in English as a second language are necessary, and such programs

would then be able to give the teacher some understanding of the 'why'

or theory underly ing second language teaching and acquisition.

This is not to decry totally the workshop approach, providing,

according to Spell, that such workshops are planned as an integrated

series, a modular type of program, each module of which helps the

teacher to develop an understanding both of the theory and of the

techniques involved.

As to the English program itself, the linguistic nature of the

surrounding community will have much to say about the approach which

should be taken in planning a curriculum in English. Basing his

comments on a Ph.D. thesis prepared by Elizabeth Willink in 1968, Wayne

Holm describes the two basic approaches to the teaching of English as

a second language. Willink has suggested that the two approaches may be

described as "structural-sequential" and "situational". Holm describes

the difference between the two as follows:

A truly fore:i_gn language - foreign in that it is seldom heard
outside the classroom - simply does not, in a classroom setting,
teach itself. We assume, then, that in such a situation some
attempt to present an ordered, developmental program of English
structure, one which tends to move from simpler to more complex
structure, is more likely to enable these children to learn to
use English structure for their own purposes than is a program
of random or topical language use. Hence the notion 'structural-
sequential' English.

On the other hand, in a setting such as ours, situations do
unfortunately arise, which require the child to understand or
to produce English the child has not been taught and may not
know. A child needs to go to the toilet from the first day of
school on. Most teachers do not talk Navajo. One cannot very
well say that since yes-no questions with modals are not
introduced until, say, the second year that the child must
wait until then. One gives the child the phrase needed to
enable him to cope with the situation here and now . .

4 8
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Situational English then is English out of sequence. As a child
progresses through a developmental program of English, he should
encounter relatively less 'situational' English each year.(p.6)

Holm makes the further comment that in the course of daily

instruction in the early grades, it is virtually impossible to stay

within the bounds of the language which has been taught on a structured

basis. "To the extent that the teacher fails to do so, 'situational'

English is (albeit often unknowingly) involved. The situation which

exists in most classrooms similar to our own would seem to indicate a

dual-nature type of English program, and it is such a program that Holm

goes on to describe(1971: 7).

The child entering such a program of education can be seen as
having a dual English-language need: one, for an orderly presen-
tation of English structure in such a way as to enable him, as
efficiently as possible, to master the sentence-making machinery
of English for his own purposes; the other, for a presentation
of that English which will enable him to cope with the here-and-
now of school life and instruction in English. In an adequate
English language program for non-native speakers, both types of
instruction are necessary. The 'mix' is a function of how much
English, and what English, is being learned elsewhere.

What is the relation between the first language programs described

earlier and the ESL program? Willink (1973: 186) suggests that cognitive

skills are best developed in the language in which the child is strongest.

"Once developed, as is possible with any skill, such language-mediated

cognitive skills can, and should be capitalized on for transfer in the

learning of other subject matter, including English." She suggests that

such transfer will not take place spontaneously, and the teacher will

have to teach for transfer."

Failure to develop cognitive skills adequately in the long run,

according to Willink, will penalize the child, since, "an acquired, well-

developed skill has at least the potential For being transferred, while,

on the other hand, a Navajo child whose language-mediated cognitive
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skills have been left under-developed can, at best, transfer only such

rudimentary skill to situations in which he is expected to use English

as his medium."

In practical classroom terms, how is this to be done? Macpiarmid

(1974: 91-92), in describing the bilingual program in Alaska in English

and Yupik, makes the following comments:

It's vital that the ESL teachers and the Yupik language teachers
work together as a team f;o that the hour, or whatever it may be
of ESL not be a separate entity from the rest of the child's
programming. Certain facets of programming from the Yupik
language part of the day can be and often should be reflected in
the ESL portion. For eyample, the concepts of a story may be
covered in the Yupik language with the children, and the concepts
then can be carried over into the ESL portion of the day so that
the basic understanding of what happens in a given story has
already been mastered. Language structures should not be transferred
to the ESL lesson from the Yupik program, however, concepts can
be. The ESL teacher can then build upon what the child already
knows0

From the foregoing discussion it becomes apparent that both the

ancestral language and English have important roles to play in the

education of the Indian child. Since the program in reading in most

primary classes is central to later progress in school, and since the

language of instruction is a crucial factor in the reading process, the

following chapter will be devoted to a discussion of the role which

bilingual or monolingual education plays in such a p ()gram.



Chapter fjet LANGUAGE POLICY AND THE READING PROCESS

Melville (1966: 2905A) in his doctoral dissertation in which he

describes the factors which aided or impeded the educational achieve-

ment of Navajo students found that, "Reading ability was the one single

factor that exerted the greatest infhence (pier the academic achieve-

ment of the Navajo students " Melville's findings appear to confirm the

stand taken by the specialists in vernacular education attending a

UNESCO conference on the use of the vernacular language held in Paris in

1951, a conference to which I have already referred (UNESCO 1953).

From this conference came two position statements.

We take it as axiomatic that every child of school age should
attend school and that eiery illiterate child should be made
literate. We take it as axiomatic, too, that the best medium
for teaching is the mother tongue of the pupil (p.6).

It is axio atic that the best medium for teaching a child is
his mother tongue. PsycNologically, it is the system of
meaningful signs that in his mind works automatically for
expression and understanding. Sociologically, it is a means of
identification among the members of the community to which he
belongs. Educationally, he learns more quickly through it
than through an unfamiliar linguistic medium. (p.11).

Venezky (1970:336), while supporting the principle of literacy

the vernacular, points out some of the problems involved.

The basis for native literacy programs is both theoretically
and logically appealing from many standpoints. The teaching of
reading to non-speakers of the national language has been
uniformly dismal on this earth. By teaching reading in the
native language, reading instruction can begin at an earlier age
than if the standard language had to be taught first; the child's
cultural heritage is honored; and a most difficult task - learn-
ing to read - is undertaken in the language that the chil6 will
always be most comfortable in - his own.

On the other hand, n tive literacy programs are expensive; they
require not only the development of new reading materials, but
the training of special teachers and the design of testing
procedures which are valid for the languages concerned.
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DeSpite the difficulties which Venezky has raised, It is important

to look at the problems which confront a child who comes to school to

learn to read in a language other than his own. Joan Feeley (1970: 202)

describes the type of competence which such a child must acquire in order

to operate at the same level as the speakers of the standard language

which is being taught.

We know that children come to school with a large stock of
aural-oral vocabulary fthe speaker of English, that iq- from
2000 to 6000 words and 1igher depending upon the inveiligator
and methods used. Phrases, sentences, and grammatical structure
of the oral native language are learned in varying degrees in
pre-school years. We try to use these familiar words and patterns
(with some editing) in our experience charts and primer materials
so that children can come to see that print is just 'talk

tten down;* we proceed to lead him from talking and listening
to reading - if he is an English-speaking child. All of this
thinking seems to be forgotten when dealing with the non-English-
speaking youngster. By cur 'English-only' atmosphere we negate
his pre-school language learnings instead of improving them and
building upon them. He enters a strange world of 'school language.'
Is it any wonder that so many fail?

The advantages of beginning with the child's ancestral language,

on the other hand are presented by Sarah Gudschinsky (1971).

The child who learns to read first in his mother tongue can
make full use of his competence in the language. He recodes
letters and word shapes to the phonemes and words that he already
knows and uses; his aural input comes from a native speaker's
control of the patterns of the language; and his decoding process
is in terms of familiar vocabulary and discourse structure. To
extend this basic literacy to a second language is a relatively
small task compared with the overwhelming difficulty of learning
to read for the first time in an unknown language.

Regretably these two points of view still fail to take into account

the child who appears to be fluent in neither language. This is the point

of view of Pryor (1968: 39). Ulibarri goes so far as to suggest that

. . in some minority groups whose native dialect is an incomplete

language [presumably he means 'incompletd for functioning in an English.
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j, e.g., Navajo, the child may be :Is proficient in

his native dialect as it is possible for him to get (1968: 230). Such

cases would seem to require a detailed assessment of the student's

linguistic situation - his dominance if any - in order to decide in

which language he should begin to read. Perhaps the solution may be a

developmental program of a pre-reading nature in his stronger language.

Regretably, this problem does not appear to have been studied in any great

detail.

Having outlined the two major possible approaches eel that a

study of the research might prove helpful at this point. The greater

part of this research may be summed up as support ng the position of

literacy in the child's vernacular, whatever that might be. Even those

studies which are not totally in favor of this position at least indicate

that the child i5 no worse off. I'll begin by examining studies dealing

with small-skill research, then move to studies which look at total

programs.

There have been several fAudies which attempt to look at the

problems confronting the child who has to learn English as a second

ianguage and whose first contact with reading is in the second language

instead of his owfi. Dorothy Graham (1972: 849A) assessed the listening

comprehension, reading comprehension, auditory discrimination, and I.Q.

of Indian and non-Indian children in an integrated southern Saskatchewan

school. Her findings are as follows:

1. There were significant differences between the Indian children
and their non-Indian classmates in grades two and three . . .

on measures of listening comprehension, reading comprehension
and I.Q. The mean raw score of the Indianchildren in the
sample was statistically significant:ly below that of their
non-Indian classmates on each of the variables measured.

There was no significant difference . . on a measure of
auditory discrimination .

Lillian Ivey (1968: 2438A) fee s that, "Authorities in speech

and reading concur that relationships exist among speaking competency,
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vocabulary, and reading ability." Obviously, the child with a non-

English background is likely to be penalized as he does not have a

strong background in the basic English skills. To test her theory, Ivey

assessed a group of Indian children on the skills mentioned above. Her

study is useful, but is marred by failure to take into account the

dominance of home language or of English which weuld have added a useful

dimension. Her procedure and findings were as follows:

A populat on of 185 Indian children from an Indian residential
school -ds administered the IETELIII-parley Tests of Articulation,
the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, the Stanford-B net
genee Scale TiI17):Tjst vocabu1ar37-the Gilmore Oral Reading Test,
and the California Achievement Test (subtest reading) .*

The children were grouped according to tribal affiliation;
subjects in Group I were Cherokee; Group II were Choctaw, Creek,
or Seminole; Group III were members of other tribes or combinations
of tribes. Results indicated that for Group I, significant
correlations were found among speech competency, vocabulary, and
reading ability. For Group II, relationships were not significant
among speech competency, vocabulary, and reading ability, but the
relationship between vocabulary and reading was found to be highly
significant. Results for Group III corroborated the findings for
Group I, showing significant correlations among Speaking
competency, vocabulary, and reading ability. Evidence was
presented showing thal- where deficiencies exist in vocabulary and
reading, defective speech is the major contributing factor.
Defects were found in both reading and vocabulary, but they did
not differ significantly one from the other.

While the ability to read aloud accurately is no indication of the

child's grasp of the reading process, failure to do so may serve as an

indicator of potential trouble. It is for this reason that Joan Inprin's

study (1969) of the oral miscues in the reading of a group of children

selected randomly from grades two, four, and six of four Department of

Indian Affairs schools in southern Alberta is useful. In this study, an

To the extent that these t
of course, untrustworthy.

are culturally biased the results are,
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oral miscue is defined as an oral response to the pri _ed stimulus which

was different from the anitcipated response.

The evaluator considered problems occurring at tho phonenie -

grapheme level, the phoneme-morpheme level, and the grammatical level.

Her findings include the following:

At the phoneme- rapheme level of linguistic structure, the
substitution of phonemes in the medial position in words w45 a
common miscue for grade two subjects. Omission of final pnonemes
occurred frequently in both grades four and six. Phonemic
-miscues appedring as insertions, omisions, or substitutions on
inflectional suffixes wcre apparent in the reading of subjects
at all grade levels fur the examination of miscues at the phoneme-
morpheme level. Morpheme (word) miscues occurring as omissions
from the text and substitutions in the text on nouns were the
most oustanding ones at the grammatical level. (AbStract).

Irwin felt as a result of her study that the solution to this

problem lay in teaching an increased awareness of grammatical structue

rather than continuing the emphasis on word recognition.

While not a research study in the true sense of the word, the

paper given by Griese (l974: 24) at the Northern Cross-Cultural Education

Symposium in Fairbanks in 1974 on the topic of comprehension among

Indian and Eskimo students applies very directly to the problem of read-

ing, parti ularly to the problem of teaching reading in the maternal

language. Griese discusses the comment that is some imes made that the

Eskimo and the Indian have difficulty in thinking in an abstract fashion

which will inevitably impede their progress in reading materials written

for speakers of English. He suggests that contrary to what sorre people

seem to feel, this problem is not an heredi ary one, but rather that,

". . in these plinitive cultures intellig nce was demoistrated through

the people's ability to solve problems of a concrete nature relating to

their immediate physical survival in a harsh environment, that these

people were concerned with the 'how?' rather than the 'why?' "



The result of this is that scho -1 perforriiarice in an English
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setting is difficult fur them because, as a result of this emphasis on

the concrete in his own envirnament, the Eskiwo or Indian child is at a

very real loss in a "Western eincarional system which emphasizes the

interpretation of language symbels, rcpecially in reading." The

solution, according to Greiese " . . is essentially one of mov ng the

pupil who experiences difficulty in rooding comprehension because his

mental responses tend to involve concrete problem situations, to

making these mental responses when confronted with the more abstract

situations as encountered in reading contenr materials, such as history,

geography, etc. (ibid.).

This concludes the discu;s ion oF studies which look at reading

in a second language. now turn to those which look at the results

of learning to read in the vernacular. Kaufman (1968: 522-23) attempted

to determine whether or not instruction in reading skills in a student's

native language would transfer to reading in English. Taking a group

of Spanish-speaking grade sevens with Metropolitan Reading scores of

between 3.5 and 5.0 grade placement, he taught the students specific

reading skills using Spanish as a vehicle. My only question, unfortuna

ly not answered in the research, is whether or not the students had

been given any sort of remedial program in English before undergoing

this treatment. It may very well be that all that they needed was a

program in basic reading skills given in either language. in any case,

the results are of interest to us in view of the problem which is under

discussion.

The skills which Kaufman taught "included word attack, using

context to develop word meaning, determining main ideas of paragraphs,

following a sequence of events, following written directions, making

inferences, recalling stated facts, and skimming." His findings were

as follows:

There was some evidenc,, of positive transfer of lear ing from
instruction in reading Spanish to reading ability in English

5
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[Ot one of the two schoolsl There was n0 reliable evidence of
interference at either school.

This last corment is import nt: if only to show that there weie no

unfortunate side effects. His sec nd finding was that transfer had to

be planned - hence his emphasis on specific skills. The point which he

makes in this connectien is a good one, though - that, "Greater reading

ability in Spanish resulted from direct instruction in reading Spanish

than from unplanned transfer from English alone." This means essentially,

if i read him correctly, that the child must be overtly taught how to

make the transfer to reading in English, even when he has begun to read

in his maternal language. It is not enough simply to hand him a book in

English once his oral skills in that langur! -e have reached a certain level.

Some of the earl lest research in North America in this area was

carried out on the effects of attendance by Chinese students at Chinese

language schools which that community operated both after regular

school hours and on Saturday. This research is also cited in Kaufman

(1968: 521). The findings are firly predictable.

Yi-Ying Ma (1945) found no significant differences in English
reading ability resulted from attendance at Chinese language
schools. Symonds (1924) found no relationship between Chinese
language school attendance and ability with the English language,
but attributes to the Chinese language school attendance some
slight retarding influence on the stock of English words and
ability to use English words to express thoughts. Smith (1932)
found that when there is a different order of reading direction,
learning to read in two languages simultaneously produces
confusion and more errors of reversal than when learning to
read one language at a time.

The discuss on suggests that there w re major differences in practice
between the two schools - more time was devoted to reading in
Spanish in the school where transfer was observed, and there was a
reater initial eonyetence in Spanish in this school. This undarlines

the need to assess the child's incoming language strengths and
weaknesses very carefully when carrying out research in this area.
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We now come to research which attenipts to assess the resul

instruction given in the ancestral language where this language is not

the standard language of the country. Program research of this nature

is available from Sweden (which differs from the others in talking about

a different dialect, rather than a different language), the Philippines,

Vietnam, Mexico, Alaska, and Peru. It is these last fi e that interest

)e most owing to the fact that it is an India- or Eskimo population

that is involved.

Suppose we deal with the Swed sh material first, since the findings

do have something relevant to say to us. Garcia, citing Osterberg (1961),

has summarized this research as f s:

In Sweden, bilingual children were organized into two groups.
The experimental group of bilingual, elementary children
received an initial ten weeks of reading instruction in Pitean,
the local dialect, after which they were advanced to classes
conducted in literary Swedish. The control group of bilinguals,
who were also Pitean-Swedish speakers, received all reading
instruction in literary Swedish. At the Ind of the first ten
weeks, the Pitean-taught group had progressed further in reading
than the Swedish-taught group. At the end of the school year,
the experimental group performed significantly better than the
control group on word recognition, speed, fluency, and accuracy
of reading in literary Swedish. Beginning reading instruction in
the vernacular and then switching to the school dialect had
positive effects in this study (1973: 8).

it - most unfortunate that the war in Vietnam has virtually cut

off any meaningful feedback from a program instituted in the highlands

of Vietnam by USAIO and the South Vietnamese government working in

cooperation with the Summer Institute of Linguistics (Gudschinsky, 971:

346). Until this program was begun, the language of instruction in

this area was Vietnamese instead of the local Highland languages.

Regretably, even those teachers who spoke the local languages were

usually assigned to schools outside the area. The net result was low

enrollment, especially as far as girls were concerned, much grade

repetition, and a high dropout rate during the first few years of choul.
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Gudschinsky de -ribes the new program and its results as

-The Highlander Education program provides for a pre-year for
all Highland children, in which they learn to read and write in
their own language, to speak some Vietnamese, and to control in

their own language some of the content material in arithmetic,
hygiene, etc. When they enter first grade, they learn to read
and write Vietnamese, they study the content subjects of the
regular Vietnamese curriculum from textbooks in their own
language, and they review some of the content material in oral
Vietnamese lessons. In the second grade all textbooks are
diglot, and education is bilingual. in the third grade the
pupils move into a monolingual Vietnamese curriculum, except
for continued classes in their own language and cultu e as
subjects.

What are the resu ts. Lowered repetition rates, increased

enrollment of girls, and increased competence in the Vietnamese language

on the part of those students moving from the pre-year to First Grade.

As Gudschinsky remarks, there have even been some fortunate by-products

"in community enthusiasm for the program and a more favorable attitude

toward the schools on the part oF the monolingual parents(p.347,"

Nighly desirable outcome in it e

This last finding is common across all the programs studied, no

matter in what part of the world they are located. The experience

cited by William Slager and Betty Madsen with regard to the Bethel

Agency in Alaska is another example (1972: 38). The language in this

case is an Eskimo dialect known as Yuk. While their findings are

generally subjective in nature, they serve to point out some desirable

features which are common te many vernacular reading programs

1. The children are ea-ier to teach.

2. They are learning morn things fas rr.

3. Both teachers and _t :dents feel more f

4. The children ore not -f aid to talk.

5. There is less reticence and more volunteering.

-eedorii in the _1 _ room.
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6. Parents are proud to hear their children read in Yuk.

Competence in Yuk is also gr wing as a result of using it as
a learning tool.

8. It is easier to explain English by using Yuk.

9. Children have more colfidence in their ability to learn
English.

10. Because they can concentrate on the language its lf, the
children seem to be learning English faster than when they
were getting Eng ish all day long.

Perhaps the most encouraqing statement regarding reading in the

ma_ernal language for those who have adopted this position, comes from

a study carried out in the Harlanadale School District, San Antonio,

Texas during the 1966-67 school year. The program is de ribed (John and

Horner, 1971: 175-76) as follows:

Four elementary schools . . participated in a one-year
bilingual project (1966-67). One first grade class in each of
the four elementary schools was instructed bilingually in
Spanish and English. The other first grade classes, which
functioned as control groups, were taught in English only. The
children were all Mexican-Americans. Tests at the end of the
school year showed that the bilingual sections did as well in

reading English as the classes instructed in English only; the
pupils in all four experimental bilingual sections could speak,
read, and write in both Spanish and English at the end of the
first grade; and three of the four bilingual classes made more
progress in every measure (comnunicative skills, conceptual
development, and social and personal adjustment) than the
classes taught in English only. The children who received
intensive oral-aural training in S:eanish during the school year
improved their English vocabulary during the summer months,
while their general reading performance remained stable.
Although the general reading performance of children who
received intensive training in English remained stable, their
vocabulary in both languages failed to improve. The project
was extended for a second year. The second year's tests
indicated basically the same results as the first year's tests.

The description by Barrera Va'squez (1993; 79-80)

6 0
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Project carried out in Mexico in the late 1940s and ear y 1950s makes

interesting reading, since the conditions which led to the establishment

of this program contain many parallels with the situation here in Alberta.

Mexico has attempted to provide schools for Indian villages,
but there are not yet enough schools and teachers. Generally,
schools have been provided first for the towns which demanded
them most insistently, and these on the whole have been the
places where there is considerable bilingualism. Up to the
middle thirties, the idea of teaching Spanish by what was called
the 'direct method' prevailed. In practice this involved the
use of Spanish by the teacher without regard to the pupil's
ability to understand, and without taking adequate measures to
help the children acquire it. The textbooks were the same as
those used in the non-Indian school, being written in Spanish
and with subject matter based on the life of the non-Indian
population. The results were generally poor. Monolingual
children learned very little Spanish in school, and hence little
arithmetic, geography, history or science. Because they learned
so little and so slowly, many monolingual families stopped send-
ing their children to school at all, arguing that they could be
more helpful to their families, and at the same time learn use-
ful arts, by working with their parents at home and in the fields.
The school was generally attended by the children of Spanish-
speaking families and of those families who were particularly
insistent on breaking away from the Indian pattern of life.-
Eventually some of these pupils went on to secondary school and
beyond, but . . . they tended to leave their community rather
than to give their people the benefits of their education. If an

Indian youth advanced in his schooling to the point of becoming
a rural school teacher, as sometimes happened, it was official
policy to assign him to a school outside his native region.

To dea) with this problem, the Mexican authorities set up a

project in which Tarascan children were taught literacy in

Tarascan, on the assumption that this would serve as a transfer

program to Spanish. Final reports showed that, "the children

achieved literacy in both languages in two years, after which they

were able to enter the second grade of public school where Spanish

was the sole medium of instruction (John and Horner, 1971: 175)."

A few years after this Peruvian auth rities were struggling with
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a similar problem in the jungles of that country. Owing to the isolation

involved, there were few schools in these areas, and what there were had

a difficult time in attracting staff. The teachers for the most part

spoke Spanish. and communication with their non-Spanish-speaking students

was difficult. As a result achievement on the part of the students was

vary limited. In 1953, however, an imaginative program was created in

which the teachers were recruited from among the Indians themselves.

Gudschinsky (1971: 342) describes what FollowEd:

In 1953 a bilingual education program was establ ished for the
jungle Indians. Teachers for the program were recruited from
among the Indians themselves. In summer courses at Yarinacocha
they were taught to read and write their own language, to speak
Spanish, and the Spanish primary curriculum to Grade 2. When
they reached Grade 2 standard, they were given further training
in Spanish and pedagogy that prepared them to begin teaching.
Over a period of six years they taught in their own villages
during the school term, and attended further training sessions
during the long summer vacation in this fashion they complete
their own primary education while in service.

What about the children who attend these schools? The first t

years are spent acquiring reading and writing skills in their own

language and in learning spoken Spanish. The transition to written

Spani,sh takes place in his third year, at the end of which they enter

the regular Peruvian Grade One. The regular curriculum is followed in

Grades One and Two, except that the texts are written in both languages.

Grades Three to Six are carried out in Spanish. The results of the

program are as follows Gudschinsky, 1971: 342-43):

By 1969, 240 Indians of 20 different language groups, who had
come through the bilingual program, were employed by the Ministry
of Public Education as teachers in the jungle schools. Many
Indian children from monolingual communities not only finished
the Spanish primary school, but have gone on to secondary school,
and in a few cases to university. Others have received vocational
training that has fed back into economic improvements in their
home village.

A point of major interest is the success of the program in
teaching Spanish. The children in this program enter Grade 3



(the first grade in which Spanish is the only medium of instruc-
tion) competitive with Spanish children at this level. It is of
great significance that in most cases this competence in Spanish
is gained in a non-Spanish speaking community, where the source
of Spanish is the school teacher.

Peru is also the site of a program in vernacular literacy for

Quechua Indians. The communities by and large are not as isolated as

the jungle communities described above, and the inhabitants have more

contact with speakers of Spanish. Burns (1968: 407-08) describes the

communities involved in the program:

they have never before had a school in the history of the
comnunity.

they are composed of illiterate, monolingual Quechua speakers.

c) they have manifested some concrete interest in the establish-
ment of a school.

they presented a formal request for the establishment of the
school to the office of bilingu 1 education.

Following receipt of this request, a team visits the community

and explains the special nature of the bilingual program to the

inhabitants. As a matter of interest, part of the visit includes teach-

ing a brief lesson in reading to the parents, which never fails to

appeal. An important part of the program then becomes the selection of

the teachers Again, it is worth comparing this process with recent

remids in Alberta (Burns, 1968 408).

The teachers chosen for tne e'+eriment, who are often suyyeste
by the communities themselves, are of varied backgrounds and levels
of preparation. However all of them have the following traits:
a) they are Quechua speakers with Spanish as a learned second
language, b) they have primary education, c) they have given some
Indication of their capacity for teaching, and d) they are
intimately associated in some practical way with a rural
community and have received its approval and recommendation.

The results of the program are encoura ing. In a rural community
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absenteeism during harvest time is a fact of life. However, in the

experimental communities such absenteeism has dropped markedly. Results

in reading, writing, and arithmetic at the end of the second year show

marked improvement, and the level 3f Spanish acquired has enabled the

transition to normal classes where Spanish is the medium of instruction

to be made without difficulty (ibi ) The children are achieving

significan ly beyond their Quechua-speaking schoolmates who did not have

such a program. Its success is indicated by the government's decision

in 1971 to extend the program to the remaining Quechua communities.

Probably the study most often cited in this field has been that

of Nancy Modiano (1968), carried out in the Chiapas Highlands of Mexico.

There are many similarities between this situation and the Peruvian ones

just discussed: teachers were recruited from the local community and

trained, earlier schools in the area had taught in the naticnal rather

than in the local vernacular with resultant failure, and, most important

of all, children who were taught to read in the vernacular were found

to transfer this ability to Spanish and were found to read with better

comprehension in that language than their language-mates who had

received a preparation totally in Spanish. Modiano herself points out

that the way in which teachers were able to relate to their students as

a result of the common language bond may have been one of the major

factors in the success of this program, and with the Alberta situation

in mind this is a point to consider.

Modiano's study has been attacked by Venezky (1970: 338). I am

at a loss to understand his objections. He argues that the results are

not valid, since the teachers were not equivalent in the control and in

the experimental groups. To the extent that empathy with the student is

involved, he is quite right, but when he talks about matching for

training, the experimental group had very little, and on this count

results should have favored the highly-qualified normal school graduates.

This in fact did not happen. In fairness Venezky observes that less
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than fifty per cent of the experimental students were able to read with

total comprehension in Spanish, but these reF.ults were still superior to

those of the children who followed an all-Spanish approach.

An early study in this series, involving first grade classes, vas

carried out in the Philippines beginning in the school year 1948-49. 1

have left it until near the end because there is some controversy about

its findings. The program had aL, its purpose to discover whether or not

children made grea er progress when taught in the vernacular than when

taught in the stan ard language, in this case English. The specific

sub-problems investigated included the following (UNESCO, 1953: 125):

) As a medium of instruction, which of the two languages is
more effective in teaching Grade 1 pupils to read?

Which of the two languages contributes more to the development
of the ability to compute and solve simple arithmetic problems
and exercises?

Which of the two languages is more effectile in the fIeld of
social studies?

4) What is the extent of carry-over, if any, from Hiligaynon 11The
dialect used locally)to English in the case of the experimental
group, and from Engl-Ish to Hiligaynon in the case of the
control group?

The control group was instructed f,',tirely in Engldsh, while the

experimental group was instructed in Hiligaynon for the first two years,

then switched to English for the remaining years. Venezky (1970: 336

footnote) points out the specific areas in which there is some doubt

as to the findings of the study:

The Philippines study, though carefully designed and e ecuted,
suffered from the over enthusiasm of its director for the native
literary approach. For example, the project reported at the end
of the fourth year that the control group showed a slight
advantage in all subjects except social studies. However, an
independent evaluation by the Director of Public Schools in the
Philippines at the time showed significantly superior achieve-
ment for the cent' ol group in all subjects, including social
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studies. (The fourth year was the only year, however, in which
the cont ol group was superior in reading, which may have been
a temporary result of the introduction of English into the
curriculum for the experimen:al group in the previous year

The results in reading are still impressive, and there is a other

area in which there was very real ,-;hievement - community relations with

the school. intere7it ws r portz--!o to be higher, parents became

more involved with the schools, iJ the ,,:!eneral relationship of the school

to the community was improved over what it '-ad been." This would seem

to me to mak2 the experhAert worth hile in its own right.

Wayn, Holm (1971: 15) has attempted to refute some of Venezky's

comments by suggesting that, "these same tests could also be interpreted

to say that the eKperimental groups have dona at least as well as the

control groups in the state ianguage and that they have learned more

in other content or social areas in the vernacular. This, to me, is not

an ;nsignifloant claim."

Finally, there is the more recent study carried out in Alaska

and reported by Judith Harkins (1973).

This research, of quasi-experimental design, assessed the
effect of mode of language instruction upon the student's
concept of self as well as student achievement in reading.
Suspecting that non-English speaking parents are also affected
by the mode of language accepted by the school, a third measure
was made of parent-school relationships.

Four village schools in the Kuskokuim district of Alaska
having the Eskimo dialect of Yuk as their vernacular, participated.
Two served as subjects. Treatment was the Yuk Instructional
Program, wherein Yuk was used as the primary language of
instruction.

Results

Control schools were significantly more advanced in reading as
measured by the SRA Achievement series.
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Treatment schools evidenced significantly greater 7oncept
self on six of the fourteen sections of the Yuk Modified
Tennessee Self Concept Test.

Totai rapport of treatment school parents with the school was
significantly more positive as measured by a Parent Opionnaire.

At first glance, this may appear somewhat discouraging. Several

points should be kept in mind, however. First of all, the population on

len the study was based was quite small, under fifty. Secondly, the

Yuk-instructed children hld h d English for only one hour a day over a

period of two and one half years. Thirdly, the 511A test is based on the

skills necessary to use basal readers written in English for English-

speaking children. The test contains four parts - (1) verbal-pictorial,

(2) language perception, (3) comprehension, and (4) Vocabulary. While

the overall test results did, in fact, favor the English-taught children,

there was in fact no significant difference in the verbal° ictorial and

com rehension parts of the test. It is also worth noting that even among

the Yuk-taught children there were some high scores on the overall test.

What conclusions can we draw from the preceding discussion? The

safest ones appear to be that programs which use the child's own language

as the basis for first reading instruction result in improved school-

community relationships and in increased self-concept in the child. Even

some small amount of retardation would seem a reasonable price to pay

for such an achievement. Yet there is an impressive body of literature

to suggest that in many cases children do learn to read more easily in

the 3tandard language by beginning in their own vernacular. In addition,

they appear to master the standard language more readily when their own

is used as a bri,!ge. Finally, if we wish to adopt a policy of language

maintenance, we really have no option but to begin in the child's own

language.

Conclus ion

Throughout the dis(Aiss ion up to this point we have looked at the
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problen from a variety of points of view, Perhaps it is tirm to take

a look at the situation from the point of view of the ultimate

consumer - the child himself. This is what Elizabeth Willink has tried

to do (1973: 184-85).

If a child learns to read in the language in which he is
proficient rather than deficient, it would seem more likely
that he wAl, from the n.lset, understand that reading is
receiving a message. Once he has thoroughly understood this he
can transfer this important understanding to reading in English.
He is likely to bring the expectation of a message to whatever
reading he will be asked to do, in whotever language. He will
understand the purpose of exercises in reading skiils, and
he will be able to transfer acquired skills to reading in
English. EThe author cites informal research with Navajo
instructors at Rock Point who all still found reading in
English difficult, the first three years of elementary school
as confusing, and only near junior high school had they been
able to read independently with some comprehension-] It is the
author's experience with these people that they still conceive
of reading as looking for a fact here or there, a name perhaps,
a bit of information; not as being on the receiving end of the
writer's communication of a line of thought, a reasoned
commentary, a detailed description. Whac mental stimulation,
what cognitive growth can be expectf.d to tke place from
reading in English by people with such a limited command of
English and such an unfortunately, but inevitably, acquired
conception of the purpuse of reading? What is to persuade them
that reading is worth the trouble. that the written pdge may
carry a message that is stimulating, reaction prowoking, mind
expanding?
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Chater Nine CONCLUSIONS AND RECOtI?IEMUAT IONS

The purpose of this study was to review the literature in the

field of vernacular and second language teaching to determine whether

was better to begin the school program in the child's language or to

embark immediately on a program in English as a second language.

Accepting the caveat that applies to all studies in bilingual education,

namely, that results from a given community nay be applied only with great

caution to the situation in another, I am forced to oonclude that there

nay be greater long-tern advantages in fo lowing the first approach -

native language education than by following the second. This opinion

subject, of course, to the restrictions tF,at have been descriibecl in

the course of this study having to do with the child's language dominance

and with the linguistic reality of the community in which he lives.

I am persuaded to come to this opinion as much by the research

which stresses the narked improvement i the child's self-concept and

in the school's relationship with the community as by the research that

points to improved reading skills and easier transfer to English by

beginning in the vernacular. Indian education in Canada as elsewhere

has been narked by much mistrust of the '3chool on the part of the

community, an attitude which has undoubtedly contributed to the dropout

rate. if beginning to read in the child's own language will help to

improve this situation, the slight retardation which is mentioned in cme

two studies will be a small price to pay if it results in the child

Staying longer in school and benefiting froi his experience there. TO

thi$ end, if instruction in the child's language is not feasible right

away, an interim solution might well include greater emphasis on the

msitive features of his culture in the course of the social studies

program.

In making decisions about languaFe prlicy the linguistic situation

in the community must be assessed to determine whether a Maintenance or

Transfer Model most closely fits the wishes of the people and the real iLy

of the situation. Such an assessment on a community-by-comnunity basis
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necessary in view of the stress i n the literatu e that th re are no

all-encompassing solutions. The implications of such decisions need

to be explained carefully to the community involved, since the effects

of such changes may be quite far reaching. In this connection it is

suggested that this report be disseminated as widely as possible.

Regardless of the community decision, every child, on his arrival

in school in Grade One, should be tested to determine his linguistic

dominance. For the child who is totally fluent in Uglish there is

obviously no problem. For the child who arrives speaking 'Indian

English a combination of language arts and ESL approaches seem to be

indicated, but on no account should the child be made to feel that his

language is inferior. For the child who comes speaking only his

ancestral language, it is strongly recomnended that he be taught in this

language, but while this is taking place, he should immediately begin

work on an intensive ESL program. Ideally, where there are day care or

kindergarten centers, an ESL program should form a part of the activities,

along with maintenance and fostering of the child's own language.

Over and over again, the literature has stressed the importance

of an effective program in English as a second language for children who

are non-English speaking. There appears to be almost universal

concensus on this point. Yet the same literature points up the generally

inadequate preparation of most teachers in this area. Therefore it is

most strongly recommended that all teachers hired in the future be

required to show evidence of training in ESL, preferably in an Indian

Education context. Arrangements should be made as quickly as possible

for existing staff who do not have such training to obtain it. The

modular system of workshops mentioned earlier would be an acceptable

way of beginning this in-service program.

Finally, it is recommended that long-range, careful ly-control led

evaluation programs be set up to assesi the effect of different
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strategies when applied to the various communities in the norther'

part of Alberta. It is only from such research that we shall be able

to make sound decisions about program planning if, the late 1970s and

the early 1980s.
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